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Figure 1. Introducing ToonerGAN, a novel method for generating high-resolution (1024×1024) toon avatars that effectively obfuscate
identity details. This method achieves a balance between identity obfuscation and recognizability by human observers. The original facial
images used are sourced from the publicly available FFHQ dataset and have been blurred in this display to maintain anonymity.

Abstract

The rapid evolution of automatic facial indexing tech-
nologies increases the risk of compromising personal and
sensitive information. To mitigate the issue, we propose
creating cartoon avatars, or ’toon avatars’, designed to ef-
fectively obscure identity features. The primary objective is
to deceive current AI systems, preventing them from accu-
rately identifying individuals while making minimal modi-
fications to their facial features. Moreover, we aim to en-
sure that a human observer can still recognize the person
depicted in these altered avatar images. To achieve this, we
introduce ’ToonerGAN’, a novel approach that utilizes Gen-
erative Adversarial Networks (GANs) to craft personalized
cartoon avatars. The ToonerGAN framework consists of a
style and a de-identification module that work together to
produce high-resolution, realistic cartoon images. For the
efficient training of our network, we have developed ‘Toon-
Set’ dataset, consisting of around 23,000 facial images and
their cartoon renditions. Through comprehensive experi-
ments and benchmarking against existing datasets, includ-
ing CelebA-HQ, our method demonstrates superior perfor-
mance in obfuscating identity while preserving the utility of
data. Additionally, a user-centric study exploring the ef-
fectiveness of ToonerGAN has yielded compelling observa-
tions.

1. Introduction
Face recognition technology, extensively utilized in biomet-
rics, security, and social media applications [4, 16, 22], of-
fers multifold advantages. However, it also has the potential
of facial images being misused for unauthorized access [3],
leading to threats like sensitive information extraction and
susceptibility to harmful exploitation [28]. Therefore, there
is a critical need to develop algorithms capable of effec-
tively de-identifying facial identity information. Traditional
de-identification methods often rely on generative models
to produce altered versions of a person’s image [5, 21].
These methods, however, tend to alter facial characteris-
tics so drastically that the person is no longer recogniz-
able even to human observers, thus limiting their usabil-
ity in many human-centric applications. An optimal tech-
nique would retain the facial structure familiar to humans
while effectively obfuscating unique features that enable au-
tomatic recognition.

In this research, we introduce “ToonerGAN,” a novel
GAN approach for creating de-identified cartoon face im-
ages. ToonerGAN is distinctive in its ability to retain a
realistic appearance to human observers while simultane-
ously evading facial recognition algorithms. Unlike tradi-
tional methods, ToonerGAN shifts the distribution of fa-
cial images towards a cartoon-like representation, using an
encoder-decoder-based generator with a three-step train-
ing process: Style Learning, Style Distillation, and De-
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identification. We utilize a StyleGAN2-based decoder,
training it with a combination of adversarial, reconstruc-
tion, and perceptual losses, along with an identity loss to
ensure effective de-identification. This paper also intro-
duces the “ToonSet” dataset, which consists of 23,000 face-
to-cartoon image pairs. These pairs are derived from the
FFHQ dataset and have been stylized into cartoon avatars
to train the ToonerGAN. Comprehensive assessment, in-
cluding comparative analyses with existing algorithms us-
ing the CelebA-HQ and LFW datasets, highlights the effi-
cacy of ToonerGAN. Additionally, we conduct a study in-
volving human participants to understand the practicality of
the de-identified images from user viewpoint. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first work to employ cartoon
images for face de-identification, maintaining a balance be-
tween automated indexing and usability.

2. Related Work
In this section, we present literature of both de-
identification/anonymization and face portrait style transfer
as these forms the basis of the proposed framework.
Face De-identification/Anonymization The face de-
identification/anonymization techniques range from at-
tribute anonymization [3, 28] to identity anonymization
[21, 34]. Classic face anonymization techniques aim to pre-
serve identity by standard image processing methods such
as Gaussian blurring, and pixelation. These techniques suc-
cessfully preserve face identity but also introduce artifacts,
eliminating facial features that human observers and ma-
chine learning algorithms can no longer detect. Most of
the recent anonymization techniques focus on adversarial
training [17, 21, 34] to de-identify face identity while main-
taining data utility. CIAGAN [21] utilizes facial landmark
and masked-based representation for a conditional GAN
to replace the face image with the desired identity. DeI-
DGAN [17] on the other hand, first starts with anonymizing
the input image followed by replacing it with synthesized
image generated by a de-identification generator. A3GAN
[34] also first targets to anonymize the face identity with a
semantic suppression module and then generate a synthe-
sized image by injection attribute information through the
AINet module. While all these techniques somehow pro-
mote face de-identification/anonymization through face re-
placements in adversarial training, techniques like LIVE [5]
use a simple encoder-decoder architecture conditioned by
existing face recognition methods. Recently, RiDDLE [18]
proposed to anonymize images with StyleGAN2 [15] along
with the encryption-decryption process of identity in latent
space from a given password. This method promotes the
emerging field of reversibility of de-identified images given
a correct password. One recent adversarial training de-
identification method, DartBlur [11] promotes blur-based
preservation of identity information while suppressing de-

tection artifacts for review convenience.
Portrait Style Transfer Most of the face artistic por-
trait style transfer techniques involve image-to-image
translation-based GAN architectures. Toonify [23]
achieved this task by fine-tuning the pre-trained StyleGAN
architecture [14] with limited paired data. AnimeGAN2 [2]
introduced a novel method for the training of style trans-
fer models by generating synthetic face-toon pairs. This
approach simplifies the training process by creating artifi-
cial data pairs for distillation, alleviating the dependence on
paired data. On the other hand, CariGAN [10] addressed
the challenge of weakly supervised tasks by aligning fa-
cial and caricature identities without pixel-level correspon-
dences. Recent advancements of feature-disentanglement
in the latent space of generative models like StyleGAN [14]
have also impacted the domain. For instance, DualStyle-
GAN [30] exploits this property for style transfer by intro-
ducing an extrinsic style path for explicit style control while
retaining the intrinsic style path of StyleGAN.

3. Obfuscating Faces via Toonification
This research introduces ToonerGAN, a novel algorithm
trained on the ToonSet dataset, aimed at generating de-
identified cartoon images from real faces to obscure auto-
mated facial recognition while maintaining human recog-
nizability. ToonerGAN utilizes paired images from ToonSet
for training, with high-resolution versions serving as refer-
ences, generating high-quality toon images that minimally
alter facial attributes and diverge from the original face dis-
tribution. Additionally, integration of a face parsing map,
generated by BiSeNet [32], enhances the identification of
facial attributes during training.

ToonSet is a face-toon paired dataset. The dataset consists
of a total of 60,000 original face images and their corre-
sponding toon avatar images. We use the FFHQ dataset
[14] and borrow 23,000 face images. These images are then
transformed into toon avatars using toonme.com. The
website takes over 10 seconds to generate a toon avatar.
Each face image is of size 512 × 512; however, the resul-
tant toon image from the website is of size 498 × 512. For
training, all images are resized to 256× 256. Each face im-
age was paired with its toon avatar and can be utilized to
train models. We report a value of 0.685 and 17.01 of SSIM
and PSNR, respectively, calculated for the proposed Toon-
Set. The dataset can be visualized in Figure 3. The dataset
is publicly available to the research community and can be
utilized for different tasks computer vision tasks1.
Face-to-Toon Distribution Mapping: The goal of Toon-
erGAN is to achieve face de-identification through tooni-
fication. To achieve this, we use a paired dataset
U = {(x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)} where X =

1The dataset can be accessed here: https://rb.gy/bl9zz4
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Figure 2. Architecture of the style learning step (i.e. Step 1) in the proposed approach.

Figure 3. ToonSet: Sample face images from FFHQ dataset [14]
and their toon avatars. The face images blurred for display pur-
poses here to maintain anonymity.

{x1, x2, ..., xn} represents real-face images and Y =
{y1, y2, ..., yn} represents the set of corresponding toon im-
ages. The objective is to generate Ȳ a = {ȳa1 , ȳa2 , ...ȳan}
where ȳai is the de-identified high-resolution (1024× 1024)
toon image. For this, we introduce ToonerGAN, which con-
sists of a generator G(.;ω) with weights ω = {θe, ϕsd, ϕad}.
The generator is composed of three components: an Identity
Encoder G(.; θe) with encoder weights θe, a Style Decoder
G(.;ϕsd) with decoder weights ϕsd, and a De-identification
Decoder G(.;ϕad) with decoder weights ϕad. For generating
outputs, the proposed architecture undergoes a progressive
three-step training process. It begins with Style Learning
followed by Style Distillation. In the third step, the sys-
tem applies this style comprehension in the de-identification
phase, employing face toonification and de-identification
techniques to transform the facial data.

Step 1: Style Learning: In the first step, we focus on gen-
erating Ȳ s = {ȳs1, ȳs2, ...ȳsn} where ȳsi is the output toon im-
age generated using a paired face-toon dataset. For this, we
employ the Identity EncoderG(.; θe) and the Style Decoder
G(.;ϕsd) to comprehend the toon-style. This stage is formu-
lated to ensure that the knowledge acquired during training
at this stage is effectively utilized later to generate high-
resolution toon images. To extract style-specific features,
we perform an image-to-image translation training regime
adopted from [9]. However, we introduce modifications in
the G(.; θe) of G(.;ω), which are also illustrated in Figure
2. Skip-connections are established between the G(.; θe)
and G(.;ϕsd) convolutional blocks to facilitate a smoother

information flow. We begin the training process of learning
the style and generating the toons by adversarially deceiv-
ing the discriminator D(.;ψs) while maintaining the right
pixel prediction as described below:

LGs(G(x; θe, ϕ
s
d)) = λGenLsGadv

+ λMSEEy∈Yȳs∈Ȳ s∥ȳs − y∥22
(1)

where, LsGadv
= Ex∈X [log(1 − D(G(x; θe, ϕ

s
d);ψ

s))] is
the adversarial loss for G(.; θe, ϕsd) and the second term is
the L2 loss on the generated style image with ground truth.
For trainingD(.;ψs) to distinguish between real and gener-
ated toon images, LsDadv

(D(ψs)) = Ey∈Y [logD(y;ψs)] +
Ex∈X [log(1−D(G(x; θe, ϕ

s
d);ψ

s))] is the adversarial loss
employed for the descriminator. Finally, the network
G(.; θe, ϕ

s
d) and D(.;ψs) is trained from scratch with the

objective function:

min
θe,ϕs

d

max
ψs

LGs + LsDadv
(2)

Step 2: Style Distillation: In this step, for the input set X ,
our focus revolves around generating Ȳ a = {ȳa1 , ȳa2 , ...ȳan}
where ȳai is the de-identified high-resolution (1024× 1024)
toon image. To accomplish this task, we utilize a decoder
capable of style distillation and generating detailed high-
resolution images. For this, we leverage a pre-trained Style-
GAN2 architecture [15] as it can be translated to new styles
and characterizes both styles, original and transferred. It
is employed to serve as the decoder G(.;ϕad) in our pro-
posed network. For a face image x, the toon output ȳs =
G(x; θe, ϕ

s
d) generated in step 1 is fed as input to a pre-

trained PSP encoder [24] ϵ(.; ξse) and its output is given to
each high-resolution block of ϕad to quench for W+ space.
We eliminate the noise input to each upsampling block to
ensure that the generated images exhibit a consistent ap-
pearance without flickering.
Step 3: De-Identification: This step is performed in syn-
chronization with the previous step. Here, for the Z+

space of G(.;ϕad), we use z+e = G(x; θe) as the input to
G(.;ϕad). This is performed to decode the identity infor-
mation for de-identification. The design of downsampling
blocks of G(.; θe) are aligned with the upsampling blocks
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Figure 4. Illustration of the complete training process of the ToonerGAN to generate de-identified toon from a real face image.

of G(.;ϕad) to enable skip-connections for smoother infor-
mation flow. G(.; θe, ϕad) is then trained along with discrim-
inator D(.;ψa).
ToonerGAN: As shown in Figure 4, a real-face image
x ∈ X is given as input to an identity encoder G(x; θe)
to obtain the identity embeddings z+e . In the first step, they
are utilized by the style decoder G(.;ϕsd) for style learn-
ing by deceiving D(.;ψs) and generating ȳs. In the second
step, z+e is utilized by the de-identification decoderG(.;ϕad)
for Z+ space. The output from ϵ(ȳs; ξse) is given as input
to each block of ϕad appended with the skip-connections
for W+ space to output the high-resolution, identity de-
identified toon image ȳa. To train G(.; θe, ϕ

a
d) for style

transfer, we apply the reconstruction loss L∇:

L∇ = λmseEh∈Hh̄s∈H̄s∥h̄−h∥22+λpEh∈Hh̄s∈H̄sLp(h̄, h)+λidLid

(3)
This is a combination of three loss terms. The first term

is the L2 loss between the upsampled (1024×1024) ground-
truth images Hs = h1, h2, ..., hn and the up-sampled im-
ages H̄s = h̄s1, h̄

s
2, ..., h̄

s
n sampled from the set Ȳ s. The

next term Lp, is the perceptual loss [12] to minimize the
semantic difference between the H and H̄s. In eq. 3, the
final term is the de-identification loss Lid to minimize the
identity similarity between the real face and the generated
toon image defined as follows:

Lid = −
(
1− Fid(x) · Fid(y)

∥Fid(x)∥ · ∥Fid(y)∥

)
(4)

Fid refers to identity feature embeddings extracted from the
pre-trained AdaFace model [16]. Eq. 3 is jointly minimized
with generator adversarial loss LaGadv

= Ex∈X [log(1 −
D(G(x; θe, ϕ

a
d);ψ

a))] and discriminator adversarial loss
LaDadv

= Ey[logD(y)]+Ex[log(1−D(G(x)))], accounting
to a total loss defined below:

min
θe,ϕa

d

max
ψa

L∇ + La
Gadv

+ La
Dadv

(5)

4. Experimental Evaluation and Observations

The performance of ToonerGAN is evaluated through a
two-pronged approach: assessing the model’s ability in face
de-identification and determining the practical utility of the
generated images. The evaluation process includes tasks
of identification and verification after face de-identification,
hereafter referred to as “cartoon re-identification” and “car-
toon re-verification”. Additionally, the utility of the data
is measured by calculating face detection rates on the toon
avatars and comparing visual outcomes against established
benchmarks. Furthermore, a human-centric study is con-
ducted on both original and generated toon images to assess
the algorithm’s real-world efficacy from a user perspective.
Datasets: To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed al-
gorithm for de-identification, we leverage two publicly ac-
cessible face datasets: CelebA-HQ and Labeled Faces in the
Wild (LFW). CelebA-HQ dataset [13] comprises 30,000
high-quality images sourced from CelebA, encompassing a
total of 6,216 distinct identities. LFW dataset [7] contains
13,233 images, representing 5,749 unique identities. In our
experimental setup, we specifically utilize “view 2” of the
LFW dataset, which offers a collection of 6,000 face verifi-
cation pairs evenly divided into positive and negative pairs.
Baseline Algorithms and Evaluation Settings: To eval-
uate the performance, we have compared the performance
with a broad spectrum of de-identification techniques. This
includes basic methods such as Blurring and Pixelation,
as well as state-of-the-art methodologies, namely Anony-
mousNet(ANet) [20], NEO [26], LIVE [5], CIAGAN [21],
DeIDGAN [17], Identity Transformer [6], IVFG [33], Iden-
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Method Recall@k = 1 ↓ Recall@k = 10 ↓ Detection
Rate (%) ↑

Original 76.28% 80.94% 100%

Blurring 0.06% 0.38% 6.58%
Pixelation 0.26% 1.64% 48.54%

NEO [26] 0.33% 6.55% 99.93%
ANet [20] 8.04% 29.38% 99.44%
LIVE [5] 76.38% 80.94% 99.92%
CIAGAN [21] 0.26% 3.74% 99.83%
DeIDGAN [17] 0.02% 0.52% 99.98%
Ours 0.015% 0.060% 99.56%

Table 1. Comparing the performance (%) of ToonerGAN with
existing conventional and state-of-the-art techniques for face re-
identification task and detection rates (in %) on the CelebA-HQ
dataset. Original denotes the baseline results using the original
image. Here, lower Recall values signify better performance.

tityMask [29], and RiDDLE [18].
For obfuscating facial indexing experiments, we under-

take two specific tasks using different datasets. Firstly, for
the cartoon re-identification task, we de-identified a query
image and then assessed its similarity against a database of
real face images, each belonging to distinct identities. We
calculate the Recall@k metric to quantify performance, in-
dicating the percentage of correctly matched identity sam-
ples with their top-k nearest neighbors. This metric ranges
from 0 to 100, where 0 signifies an optimal de-identification
rate. Secondly, we perform a cartoon re-verification task, in
which real-face and toon image pairs are considered. We
de-identified the latter in each pair and subsequently evalu-
ated the true positive rate at a 0.001 false positive rate, re-
ferred to as TPR@0.001 FPR. To compute this, we employ
a pre-trained FaceNet model [25] (pre-trained on CASIA-
Webface dataset [31]) to extract features. We also test the
identity similarity between the de-identified and real face
images and report the results obtained in Table 3. For data
utility assessment, we compute the face detection rate of
the generated output. For this, we employ MTCNN [35] to
detect faces and then calculate the percentage of correctly
detected images, where a value of 100 denotes the optimal
face detection performance. Finally, we also analyze quali-
tative results and conduct a human study to analyze the vi-
sual quality of de-identified images.

4.1. Implementation Details

The generator-discriminator network G(.; θe, ϕ
s
d) and

D(.;ψs) in step 1 is trained with Adam optimizer with
learning rate 0.0005 to generate 256 × 256 toon images.
The final de-identification model G(.; θe, ϕad) and D(.;ψa)
is trained with Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001
to generate final 1024 × 1024 de-identified images. We set
λmse as 1000, λp as 100 and λid as 100 while training. All
the experiments are performed on DGX A100 with an In-
tel Xeon CPU, 2 TB RAM, and eight 80 GB Nvidia A100
GPU cards. The code was written in PyTorch 1.12 with the

Method TPR ↓
Original 0.965

LIVE [5] 0.035
CIAGAN [21] 0.019
Identity Transformer [6] 0.027
IVFG [33] 0.019
IdentityMask [29] 0.017
RiDDLE [18] 0.016

Ours 0.009

Table 2. Comparing ToonerGAN with conventional and state-of-
the-art methods for face de-identification. A pretrained FaceNet
model was tested on the LFW dataset at an FPR of 0.001. The val-
ues are between 0 and 1. Lower values signify better performance.

Method ID Similarity ↓
CIAGAN [21] 0.068
FIT [6] 0.147
Personal [1] 0.187
RiDDLE [18] 0.056

Ours 0.104

Table 3. Comparing Identity Similarity between the original and
de-identified images of CelebA-HQ dataset. The values are be-
tween 0 and 1. Here, lower values imply better performance.

Horovod framework for multi-GPU training. We discuss the
architectural details of each component of the ToonerGAN
in supplementary.

4.2. Results on Obfuscating Facial Indexing

Experiments on cartoon re-identification and re-verification
are performed and following observations are made:
Cartoon Re-Identification: The efficacy of the proposed
algorithm for face de-identification is first tested on the car-
toon re-identification task, and the performance is reported
in Table 1. For this, features of the real face image from the
CelebA-HQ dataset and its corresponding toon face image
are extracted using a pre-trained CurricularFace [8] model.
Then the percentage (%) of samples whose top-k nearest
neighbors are from the same identity (Recall@k) is cal-
culated. For the original model, we report an original re-
call rate of 76.28% for k=1 and 80.94% for k=10. Addi-
tionally, conventional anonymization methods such as Blur-
ring and Pixelation exhibit optimal performance. Table 1
also illustrates that all other techniques attain promising re-
sults except LIVE [5], whose performance is closer to the
original dataset’s performance. However, the proposed ap-
proach surpasses all techniques, including Blurring and Pix-
elation, expressed as recall@k values, achieving state-of-
the-art performance of 0.015 and 0.060 for both k=1 and
k=10, respectively.
Cartoon Re-Verification: Table 2 presents the cartoon re-
verification performance, measured as True Positive Rate at
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Original Ours DeIDGAN NEO LIVE CIAGAN ANet Blurring Pixelation

Figure 5. Visual comparison of the de-identified images generated using various existing methods and the proposed algorithm on the
CelebA-HQ dataset. The original faces are blurred here for display to maintain anonymity.

0.001 False Positive Rate (TPR @ 0.001 FPR) on the LFW
dataset. Notably, a FaceNet model [25] pre-trained on the
CASIA-WebFace dataset [31] attains an initial TPR value
of 0.965 on the verification set of the LFW dataset. From
Table 2, it can be observed that while LIVE does not exhibit
favorable re-identification results, it demonstrates compet-
itive re-verification performance on the LFW dataset. We
further note that ToonerGAN achieves state-of-the-art per-
formance with a TPR of 0.009, followed by [18].

To further assess the efficacy of the proposed algorithm
in obfuscating individual identities, we measured the aver-
age identity resemblance between original facial images and
their corresponding cartoon avatars generated by Tooner-
GAN. For the evaluation, we used CurricularFace [8] as the
benchmarking tool, focusing on the mean cosine similar-
ity for images from the CelebA-HQ dataset. The findings,
detailed in Table 3, are compared against results from exist-
ing methods. This comparative analysis shows that Tooner-
GAN achieves similar identity similarity scores, effectively
demonstrating its capability in maintaining security and ob-
scuring specific identity information.

4.3. Data Utility and Visual Assessment

With the significant improvement in obfuscating facial fea-
tures achieved by our proposed ToonerGAN, surpassing ex-

isting methods, we further evaluate its performance in terms
of visual quality, image aesthetics, and data reusability.

Qualitative Analysis: Figure 5 presents a comparative
analysis of the visual de-identification results between the
proposed and existing techniques. It is evident that ap-
proaches like Pixelation and Blurring significantly reduce
facial details. In contrast, methods such as ANet and CIA-
GAN, while retaining more details, exhibit noticeable vi-
sual imperfections. NEO and DeIDGAN, on the other hand,
slightly modify facial features but still retain enough detail
for human recognition. LIVE shows minimal alteration to
facial appearances. ToonerGAN has produced more real-
istic and distinctly altered cartoon faces compared to the
original images. The cartoon faces effectively obscure fa-
cial features for automated systems while maintaining im-
age utility for human viewers.

In Figure 6 (a), we demonstrate the temporal consistency
of the proposed ToonerGAN algorithm. It is compared with
the results of Maximov et al. [21] and Gafni et al. [5].
It can be observed that the pose is successfully maintained
throughout, ensuring excellent temporal stability. Concur-
rently, Figure 6 (b) shows the performance of ToonerGAN
on low-resolution data, demonstrating that it works effec-
tively with low-resolution face-toon pairs without any ded-
icated training for low-resolution data. This demonstrates
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Figure 6. (a) Comparison of pose variation and Temporal Con-
sistency of ToonerGAN with existing methods [5, 21], (b) Perfor-
mance of ToonerGAN on low-resolution (32x32) data.

the applicability of the ToonerGAN algorithm in real-world
applications such as maintaining temporal consistency and
handling low-resolution data.
Quantitative Analysis: To further evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm in terms of privacy preser-
vation, we carried out an experiment reporting the mean
identity similarity between the original face images and cor-
responding generated toons produced by ToonerGAN. For
a fair comparison, CurricularFace [8] is used for this exper-
iment and mean cosine similarity is calculated for CelebA-
HQ dataset. In Table 3, we compare these results to the
existing methods and observe that our approach achieves
comparable identity similarity scores showing the ability of
ToonerGAN to maintain security well.

For estimating utility of the data after de-identification,
we calculate and report the face detection performance in
Table 1. MTCNN model is utilized as the face detector on
de-identified images of the CelebA-HQ dataset generated
using the referred approaches. While Blurring and Pixela-
tion exhibit limited face detection performance with detec-
tion rates of 6.58% and 48.54%, respectively, LIVE, CIA-
GAN, and DeIDGAN demonstrate nearly perfect face de-
tection rates. We achieve a 99.56% detection rate, which is
comparable to existing methods. We also test with DSFD
[19] face detection algorithm and achieved a near-perfect
performance of 99.98%.
Evaluating Human Performance for Data Utility: In
many real-world scenarios, such as on social media plat-
forms or in the metaverse, it is crucial for de-identified
images to deceive deep models while remaining recogniz-
able to humans. To assess the effectiveness of the proposed
ToonerGAN algorithm from a human perspective, we con-
ducted three distinct studies involving human subjects aged
between 18 and 65 years.

The first study involved 15 human subjects (seven males
and eight females) and focused on 50 random pairs of orig-

Real 

DualStyleGAN

ToonerGAN
(Proposed)

Figure 7. Illustration of the inability of existing state-of-the-art
toon style transfer method [30] to preserve semantics and context
for effective de-identification.

inal and cartoon images generated using ToonerGAN. The
subjects were tasked with identifying the original face from
the corresponding toon images, a closed-set identification
task. The second study involved 50 subjects and aimed to
test human verification performance. Each subject was pre-
sented with 1000 random pairs of original and cartoon im-
ages generated using ToonerGAN, and they were asked to
verify whether the original and corresponding toon images
belonged to the same identity. In the third study, human
evaluators were asked to label six facial attributes of 30 toon
images generated by ToonerGAN.

Our observations from the first experiment indicate that
ToonerGAN successfully preserves data utility for humans
while achieving identity obfuscation from deep models. In
the first task, all users were able to correctly identify identi-
ties with a 100% success rate. For the second task, the users
achieved a toon-verification accuracy of 92.35%. Some
users reported using ancillary information, such as back-
ground, to aid recognition, suggesting that the subjects were
not easily recognizable by facial features alone. The third
study resulted in an overall accuracy of 88% (gender: 97%,
race: 80.10%, age: 68.67%, smiling: 87.30%, glasses:
97.16%, hat: 98.16%), underscoring the preservation of fa-
cial features. These results demonstrate the effectiveness
of our algorithm in creating cartoon images that obfuscate
identity information while maintaining recognizability.

4.4. Comparison with Existing Toonifications

Existing style transfer methods, such as Resolution Depen-
dent GAN [23], DualStyleGAN [30], and Toonify [23],
though capable of altering face images into various styles,
often compromise the integrity of facial structures and char-
acteristics due to overfitting. Similarly, techniques like Ani-
meGAN [2] and white-box cartoon representations [27],
while transforming images, tend to lack diversity in styles
and may inadvertently embed artifacts within the facial im-
ages. These drawbacks highlight the inadequacy of current
algorithms for effective de-identification, as illustrated in
Figure 7. To overcome these challenges, we introduce a
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Figure 8. Ablation of the proposed ToonerGAN with its different
components plugged in.

Metric Step 1 Step 1 + (Step 2 + Step 3)
Recall@ (k=1, k=10) ↓ (8.08, 12.79) (0.015,0.06)
TPR @ FPR = 0.001 ↓ 0.19 0.009
ID Similarity ↓ 0.355 0.104
Detection Rate (%) ↑ 99.23 99.56

Table 4. Ablation performance over different metrics with differ-
ent components of ToonerGAN algorithm.

Set ToonSet ToonerGAN ToonerGAN
(Step 1) (Steps 1+2+3)

ID Similarity ↓ 0.344 0.322 0.1421

Table 5. ID-Similarity with Raw Toons from ToonSet, Step 1 of
ToonerGAN, and final ToonerGAN (lower is better).

face-toon paired dataset, named ToonSet. By training our
ToonerGAN in a supervised manner, we ensure that it not
only maintains the original facial structure but also seam-
lessly transfers the toon style without introducing artifacts,
thereby successfully de-identifying identities in the output.

4.5. Ablation Study

To thoroughly evaluate the impact of each component
within ToonerGAN, we incrementally integrated compo-
nents and generated the corresponding toon outputs. The
results of this ablation study are presented graphically in
Figure 8. We commence with the original face image x.
The subsequent image illustrates the toon output generated
by a model variant lacking the style distillation network. We
notice that the model does not learn much without the style
information. Following this, we examine the output from
the model trained exclusively in stage 1, i.e., the output of
G(x; θe, ϕ

s
d). While this output bears resemblance to a toon,

it falls short in capturing intricate details such as hair tex-
ture, ear contours, and teeth nuances, and lacks structural
integrity. The subsequent image showcases the toon gener-
ated using the StyleGAN2 decoder, but without the incor-
poration of the perceptual loss Lp. Though this is a high-
resolution avatar, it still does not comprehend the fine hair
details, and the skin is not rendered as smooth. After en-
abling the style distillation through ϵ(G(x; θe, ϕsd); ξ

s) and
training it with Lp, the final toon image is high resolution
and also consists of fine details in different facial regions
while maintaining the overall structural integrity.

The contributions of each component of ToonerGAN are
quantitatively analyzed in Tables 4 and 5. Table 4 reports
the Recall (@k=1 and @k=10), TPR@FPR=0.001, ID sim-
ilarity, and Detection Rate. Except for the detection rate,
there is a significant difference in the outputs of all other
metrics between step 1 and steps 2+3. Table 5 presents
the ID-similarity after de-identification through Toonifica-
tion. We observe a decline of over half from step 1 to steps
2+3, demonstrating their contribution to maintaining pri-
vacy. Therefore, it can be inferred that while step 1 focuses
on the de-identification (privacy) objective, steps 2+3 sig-
nificantly aid in both privacy and data-utility.

4.6. Inference Time

To demonstrate the real-time processing efficiency of Toon-
erGAN, we selected a varied sample of 1000 facial images
from the ToonSet test dataset. The average inference time
for these images was clocked at 68.69 milliseconds, high-
lighting the rapid processing capability. These time mea-
surements were recorded using a single Nvidia A100 GPU
card, leveraging the PyTorch framework.

5. Conclusion
This research introduces ToonerGAN, a novel approach to
face de-identification through the process of toonification.
The algorithm is trained in three distinct phases: style learn-
ing, style distillation, and de-identification. An integral
component of our approach is the creation of ToonSet, a
comprehensive paired-toon dataset comprising over 23,000
image pairs that feature faces and their corresponding toon
representations. ToonerGAN’s effectiveness is rigorously
evaluated in terms of obfuscating facial features and pre-
serving data utility, with comparative analysis against ex-
isting methods. Our findings showcase that ToonerGAN
yields high-fidelity, realistic, and diverse toon images that
effectively obscure facial features while retaining data util-
ity. The empirical evidence highlights a significant en-
hancement in performance over current techniques. Fur-
thermore, a human study affirms the visual appeal and rec-
ognizability of the generated toon images by human ob-
servers. Conclusively, this paper establishes ToonerGAN
as an efficacious solution for face de-identification through
toonification, with broad applicability in various computer
vision domains.
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